We are about human need, whether it is at an individual or group level. We are about upward mobility.

Mark B. Rosenberg, Chancellor

Next Board of Governors Meeting

The next meeting will take place on June 19, 2008, at the University of Central Florida, Live Oak Ballroom.

Activities and Committee Materials

View Past Meetings

University Boards of Trustees

Latest

FAMU Task Force to meet June 25 in Tallahassee

News

FAMU Task Force Interim Report

University of West Florida issues national call for artists
Innovation

From Laboratory to Marketplace

Where do businesses, research, innovations, technology, inventions, and talent meet?

Find out here (2 MB PDF)

Collaboration works!

Features

Academic Common Market

Forward by Design

"Proposing a Blueprint for Higher Education in Florida; Outlining the Way to a Long-term Master Plan for Higher Education in Florida."

Florida's University Chief Calls Autonomy 'Important' for USF's Lakeland Campus

UCF Nursing Students Help Communities Across Central Florida

Business groups rally to support the current structure of the Board of Governors

Chancellor Rosenberg gives campus security and safety improvements report to Governor Crist

OP/ED: Rosenberg: Senator Pruitt has made significant contribution to our advance research initiatives in the SUS.

Space Florida to Attract Commercial Space Companies